Active Technologies

OEM / ODM Solutions
System Integration for Test Equipment

ODM / OEM for LeCroy
Hardware Design, Software Customization and Manufacturing

AT-AWG4000
1 GS/s Arbitrary Waveform Generator

ArbStudio
1 GS/s Arbitrary Waveform Generator

Hardware and Software Integration for Tektronix
Mixed Signal Test Solution

AT-LA500
1.5 GS/s Logic Analyzer

*ArbStudio and all identified LeCroy trademarks and logos are the property of LeCroy Company. Tektronix and all identified Tektronix trademarks and logos are the property of Tektronix, Inc.
Active Technologies O.E.M.

WHY OEM?

Flexibility is the key for today's modern manufacturing environment and dynamic global market place.

Active Technologies OEM Division is the right choice for companies looking for a partner in hi-tech engineering design and manufacturing resource that understands their own business and can work in tandem with it.

Active Technologies welcomes opportunities to provide its proven, cost-effective design and manufacturing expertise to companies wishing to outsource instrument design and/or manufacturing, giving themselves the versatility to be able to keep pace with changing consumer demand.

A.T. OEM DIVISION

- ANALOG SIGNAL SOURCES: High Speed/High Voltage Arbitrary and DDS Waveform Generators for A.T.E. and Bench instrument market
- DIGITAL SIGNAL ACQUISITION AND GENERATION: Logic Analyzer, Digital Pattern Generator/Sampler, Serial Protocol Analyzers
- ANALOG SIGNAL ACQUISITION: High Speed Multichannel Current and Voltage Measurements
- MIXED SIGNAL TEST: High Performance Mixed Signal integration for oscilloscopes

A.T. SOLUTION CENTER

- CUSTOM TEST & MEASUREMENT: we develop custom software and hardware T&M solutions meeting the client's needs
- SEMICONDUCTOR TEST: A.T. offers its creativity, experience, knowledge and technical skills to provide engineering services for the semiconductor industry
- NON VOLATILE MEMORIES TESTING: Macronix, Numonix, Infineon, IMEC, SMIC, SAIFUN have chosen RIFLE as Tester for NVM Memory Characterization
- PXI, PCI and USB INTERFACE Solutions

A.T. PRODUCT PORTFOLIO

- RIFLE SERIES: High Performance Non Volatile Memory Testers
- AT-AWG SERIES: High Performance Arbitrary Waveform Generators
- AT-PMU: High Speed/Precision I/V Parametric Measurement Unit
- AT-LA500: 1.5 GS/s Logic Analyzer 250 MS/s Pattern Generator

ABOUT ACTIVE TECHNOLOGIES

Active Technologies S.r.l - Via Bela Bartok 29/B - 44124 Ferrara - Italy
Phone +39 0532 91456 Fax +39 0532 970134
E-Mail: info@activetechnologies.it

Active Technologies is an Italian company expert in semiconductor test equipment and electronic instrumentation design. Since our founding in 2002, we have focused on providing high performance cost saving customized test solutions based on reconfigurable hardware technology.
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